
1. To register for this event please go to 
www.bjcjudoevents.org.uk/chalfont2019

2. Entrants must produce a current BJC, BJA, 
AJA or AEJF licence on registration

3. Entrants licence must include a 
photograph and date of birth

4. Entrants entering the Espoir group 
must be 16 but not more than 18

5. Closing date for all entries is 10am, 
Thursday 28th March

6. We reserve the right 
to restrict any category, 
merge any category 
with an adjacent category 
or cancel any category 
(in which event the entry 
fee will be refunded)

7. The event, or part thereof may 
be videoed and/or photographs taken. 
If you object to your child’s image 
being used please notify the Mat
Marshall and all reasonable steps will be 
taken to ensure that this does not happen

8 The Weigh-in will be strictly controlled. 
One ‘weigh’ per competitor with removal 
of jacket only, is permitted

Extract from the President’s foreword to 
the British Judo Council Contest Rules:

“Once a contestant has entered into a   
 contest, the decision of the Referee,   
        right or wrong, fair or unfair, biased            
         or not, that decision is absolutely  
          final. These rules are not devised for   
          contestants, or indeed any other  
                person, to use in any way that is  
                   contrary to the spirit of Judo.  
                     They are merely a perimeter  
                        within which Judoka’s can  
                           contest freely with an  
                                   attitude true to the  
      BJC aims and  
      objectives of 
       promoting  
                                      traditional  
     judo values”.

Conditions of Entry

CHALFONT & EVREHAM
JUDOKWAI

Chalfont Championship 2019
Saturday 30th March 2019

Medals: 1 Gold, 1 Silver, 2 Bronze per category

Venue:
Evreham Sports Centre
Swallow Street
Iver
Bucks SL0 0HS

Time:  Weigh-in                   

Contests 10am - 4:30pm
Entry Fee:  £13
Spectators Fee:  £2 per adult

                        :   5 - 7 years     9am - 9:45am.  
                            8 - 9 years   10:00am - 11:00am.  
                          10 - 15 years  11:30am - 12:30am.  
              Seniors (over 16 years) 2:00pm - 2:30pm.



1. The championship will be run under BJC
 Contest Rules except for mat size as laid
 out in clause 1.1 and 1.2 of the said rules.
 This will also affect Osaekomi rules as in
 clause 10.5. These can be found at: 
    www.bjcjudoevents.org.uk/chalfont2019

2. BJC rules do not allow for coaching from 
mat side either during contest or Matte.  
Supporting is encouraged

3. For reasons of safety, no refreshments,
 drinks etc. to be taken to the side of the
 mat

4. For reasons of safety, all competitors
 must comply with the regulations
 regarding footwear ie. Zori only to be
 worn to the side of the mat. Trainers,
 Crocs or other shoes are not permitted

5. For reasons of safety, any competitor
 deemed to not be sufficiently competent
 technically, physically or mentally to
 compete will be withdrawn by the
 presiding official in his/her absolute
 discretion

6. All Primary entrants, having been
 awarded a Junior grade are not
 permitted to participate in any of the
 Primary categories

7. No person at all is permitted to encroach
 upon the competition or official’s area
 without permission

8. Referee decisions and judgements are not
 subject to question and no approach to a
 referee about a contest decision is
 allowed. In the event of an issue, please 

approach the Mat Marshall

9. No person other than competition officials
 are to approach any Table Official’s table
 and to peruse any paperwork

10. In the event of any query regarding a
 possible error in recording paperwork, an
 approach to the Mat Marshall is
 permissible

11. Excessive verbal encouragement is
 frowned upon and will be reprimanded

12. Club officials have a responsibility for
 the behaviour of all their accompanying
 supporters and should ensure that
 supporters and contestants are au fait
 with the good manners and etiquette of
 the BJC and aforementioned conditions

13. No verbal abuse, intimidation or
 threatening behaviour towards Referees,
 Table Officials or Contestants is permitted.
 In the event of any such instance the
 person responsible will be required
 to leave the building and any related
 contestant disqualified from further
 competition.

14. An official First Aider will be present.   
In the event of medical attention being 
required on the mat, only the designated 
First Aider may attend.

Armlocks   All Primaries & Juniors
Strangles   All Primaries & Juniors
Sacrifice throws#  All Primaries & Juniors
Leg or Ankle Grabs  All Primaries & Juniors
Makikomi ¢   All Primaries & Juniors

Kata Gurama «       All Primaries & Juniors
Drop Knee Seoi-Nage     All Primaries & Juniors
Leg or Ankle Grabs ∞      Juniors (over 55Kg)
         and Espoirs
Kubi Nage *         ALL CATEGORIES

¢ winding throw     ∞ Leg or Ankle Grabs as an initiated technique
* neck throw with one or both arms  # As direct, combination or counter technique
« Kata Gurama is allowed for over 16 years PROVIDING that Tori remains on his feet throughout
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Competition Regulations

Prohibited Techniques


